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MY HUSBAND, Alex, grew up building.  His parents 
were owner builders on an off-grid bush property, 

and at 16 he helped build his own bedroom.  He had previously 
shared a room with his siblings, which he had also helped build.  
One year later, he left home. 

I suppose it was possible he would choose a totally different 
path, but right from the moment we met, he talked about the 
house he was going to build.  Getting a mortgage and paying it 
off couldn’t have been further from his mind.  He wanted land 
and to create a home naturally and sustainably.

We first planned to build a strawbale house, on the same 
community where Alex’s parents had built their beautiful 
home.  Along the way, we had some unexpected setbacks with 
our funding and the DA, so our plans evolved.  We ended up 
buying a little rundown cottage built from materials salvaged 
from an old school hall on the other side of the property.  This 
had been moved onto the land over a few weekends back in 
the 1990s.  It was never intended to be a full-time home, more 
of a shack to live in, while building the ‘main house’, as so 
many bush houses are. 

Despite not building from scratch as we had intended, we 
have spent years slowly making the cottage into a more functional 
space.  The culture of owner-building has still very much been 
with us.  It started with setting up solar power, as the property is 
off-grid.  Then came tanks and towers for gravity-fed rainwater 
and clearing for safety and fire regulations. 

Tara Luca from Olive Gap Farm in 
northern NSW describes her family’s 

‘Adventures in creating space’.
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Composting toilet with cordwood wall.

Inside of the composting toilet and the cordwood wall.
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“Getting a mortgage and paying it off couldn’t have 
been further from his mind.  He wanted land and to 

create a home naturally and sustainably.”

 For years, we lived simply, working on the basics with 
our three little girls in tow.  For a time, we had an outdoor fire 
bath as our only means of hot water.  It became a nourishing 
part of our daily routine to light the fire in the late afternoon 
and bathe under the stars.  We went to bed with the sun and 
woke with it in the morning.  Despite the challenges, we felt 
incredibly connected to what we were creating, and it was 
deeply satisfying.

Finding place and establishing space like this is very much a 
lifestyle in itself.  Our plan to build an extension and have it all 
done and dusted within 12 months, gave way to two years and 
then more.  We put our energies into establishing gardens, an 
orchard and being with our young family as much as possible.  
It’s only now, after years of chipping away and sidestepping into 
starting a farm and a business, that we have recently returned 
to the task of building.  With time under one’s belt, you get 
to know what you actually ‘need’ and which ‘wants’ are worth 
working towards.

Our first project was a composting toilet.  Council 

regulations required us to build an approved greywater system, 
so we started there.  We used the opportunity to have a play with 
some natural building methods, which included a cordwood wall 
using cob and rounds of hardwood.

Next was the chook house.  A necessity moved up the 
priority list by having chickens and ducks continually getting 
into the garden and taking a fancy to the kitchen as their laying 
box.  As our garden was designed with our chook house right 
in front of the house, we thought we’d experiment with some 
more building methods, as practice for our extensions.  We 
milled the timber from salvaged logs using a portable swing blade 
and chainsaw mill.  We were also gifted some beautiful, slightly 
cracked, leadlight windows which made it look extra special.   
It turned out so well that I wanted to move into it myself, but  
in the end, the chooks won.

Now we have finally started the extension, the beginning  
of which is a workshop space that includes more bedrooms.   
We have watched many friends on this journey do it much  
faster, with more capital and ability to focus entirely on their 

Laying boxes inside the chook house.Alex built the chook house with recycled bloodwood boards, tin, and a milled hardwood frame.
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task.  I’ve realised that like most things 
in life there are as many ways to build a 
home as there are people. 

CONSIDERING OWNER BUILDING?
We looked into many options 
before choosing to settle down and 
like anything your options increase 
with your budget.  If you aren’t in a 
position to buy your own property, we 
suggest looking outside the square and 
considering land share arrangements 
with friends or family or intentional 
communities.  It can seem romantic 
to start your own, but there are many 
established communities out there 
that have done the hard yards and are 
keen for new energy.  Always look 
into council regulations and consider 
making formal agreements to reduce 
issues down the track.

Is owner building cheaper?  It all 
depends on your objectives.  If you plan 
your building to suit the resources you 
have available and use your own labour, 
you can certainly save a lot.  Clay for 
mudbricks, stone, strawbales and timber, 
can all be economical and sustainable 
building materials if found onsite or 
nearby.  Kit or pre-fab homes that 
are sold just to ‘lock-up’ can also be a 
cheaper option, but keep in mind there 
are a lot more costs than the physical 
building itself.  DAs, roads, power, 
clearing, plumbing and all the finishing 
touches can add up.  Again, if you’re 
willing to take your time and simplify, 
these can still be manageable with 
limited capital.

Most of all, if you’re on a budget, 
you need to be willing to invest time.  
Taking on all the risk and responsibility 
of your project is a physical and 
emotional task.  Be open to the journey 
and make sure you’re on the same page 
if working with a partner or family 
members.  I read repeated advice to not 

combine building with the birth of a 
child.  I failed dismally!

In this fast-paced world, it’s easy to 
want quick fixes and see things happen 
fast.  Being patient is definitely not 
something that has come naturally to 

me.  However, becoming comfortable 
with things taking time has enriched 
my life in so many ways.  Learning to 
slow down can be a valuable teacher 
on the path to creating a happy, 
sustainable life.   

Alex’s family home was built by his parents Meg and Jack using a mixture of stone, 
shingles and timber from the property.

Tara’s extensions in progress: workshop, carport and bedroom retreat.  Using stone and 
home milled timber.
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Tara cladding the external walls for the chook house.




